## DISCLOSURE OF PAYMENTS TO HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS (HCPs) AND HEALTHCARE ORGANISATIONS (HCOs)

### Full Name | HCPs: City of Principal Practice | HCOs: city where registered | Country of Principal Practice | Principal Practice Address | Unique country identifier | DONATIONS AND GRANTS TO HCOs (Art. 3.01.1.a) | CONTRIBUTION TO COSTS OF EVENTS (Art. 3.01.1b & 3.01.2.a) | Fee for service and consultancy (Art. 3.01.1.c & 3.01.2.c)
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
Dr Alison Fava | Malta | Malta | Malta | Notary Zarb Street, Attard | 3145 | N/A | N/A | 600.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00
Prof Emanuel Farrugia | Malta | Malta | Malta | Mater Dei Hospital, Triq Dun Karm, Maida, MSD 2090 | 1606 | N/A | N/A | 205.43 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00

### OTHER, NOT INCLUDED ABOVE - where information cannot be disclosed on an individual basis for legal reasons

| Aggregate amount attributable to transfers of value to such Recipients - Art. 3.02 | N/A | N/A | 300.00 | 0.00 | Aggregate HCPs | Aggregate HCPs
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
Number of Recipients (named list, where appropriate) - Art. 3.02 | N/A | N/A | 2 | 0 | number | number
% of total number of Recipients - Art. 3.02 | N/A | N/A | 300 | 0% | % | %

### INDIVIDUAL NAMED DISCLOSURE - one line per HCO (i.e. all transfers of value during a year for an individual HCO will be summed up: itemization should be available for the individual Recipient or public authorities’ consultation only, as appropriate)

| Association of Emergency Physicians of Malta | Malta | Malta | Mater Dei Hospital, Triq Dun Karm, Maida, MSD 2090 | 004 | N/A | 600.00 | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A
| Malta College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists | Malta | Malta | Dept of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Mater Dei Hospital, Triq Dun Karm, Maida, MSD 2090 | 005 | N/A | N/A | 420.00 | N/A | N/A | N/A
| Society of Medical Radiographers (Malta) | Malta | Malta | The Professional Centre, Siema Road, Gzira, GZR 1633 | 010 | N/A | 500.00 | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A
| Maltese Cardiac Society | Malta | Malta | Mater Dei Hospital, Triq Dun Karm, Maida, MSD 2090 | 011 | N/A | 2,000.00 | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A
| Association of Physicians of Malta | Malta | Malta | c/o Department of Medicine, Mater Dei Hospital, Triq Dun Karm, Maida, MSD 2090 | 017 | N/A | 200.00 | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A

### OTHER, NOT INCLUDED ABOVE - where information cannot be disclosed on an individual basis for legal reasons

| Aggregate amount attributable to transfers of value to such Recipients - Art. 3.02 | N/A | N/A | 0.00 | Aggregate HCOs | Aggregate HCOs | Aggregate HCOs | Aggregate HCOs | Aggregate HCOs | Aggregate HCOs | Aggregate HCOs
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
Number of Recipients (named list, where appropriate) - Art. 3.02 | number | 0 | Aggregate HCOs | number | Aggregate HCOs | number | Aggregate HCOs | number | Aggregate HCOs | number | Aggregate HCOs
% of total number of Recipients - Art. 3.02 | % | 0% | % | % | % | % | % | % | % | % | %